REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

Saskatchewan Grain Bag Recycling Program
Release Date: December 20, 2021
Proposal Due: 5:00pm (CST) January 14, 2022

Key Information
1.0

Closing time and date for response: 5:00 PM (CST) – January 14, 2022.

2.0

Send one complete copy of your proposal, addressed to the Contract Manager as follows:
Shane Hedderson
Western Business Manager
Saskatchewan Grain Bag Program
Cleanfarms Inc.
400 - 10 Four Seasons
Place Etobicoke, ON
M9B 6H7
E: heddersons@cleanfarms.ca

3.0

Proposals received after the closing time and date will not be accepted.

IT IS THE PROPONENT'S SOLE RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE ITS PROPOSAL IS
RECEIVED AT THE ADDRESS OR EMAIL ADDRESS SET OUT ABOVE BY THE CLOSING
DATE AND TIME.
4.0

Email submission is acceptable. Proponents should note that it is their responsibility to
ensure that electronic transmissions are free from all viruses. If Cleanfarms receives an
electronic transmission that is infected with a virus or other electronic code that, in the
sole opinion of Cleanfarms, is harmful to Cleanfarms’ computer systems, Cleanfarms
reserves the right to take any action as deemed necessary to disinfect the electronic
transmission. Cleanfarms will not be liable for any changes that may occur to the
electronic transmission, including rendering the transmission unreadable, as a result of
the disinfecting process.
Proponents should note that Cleanfarms’ e-mail system will not accept emails in excess
of 7 MB. Cleanfarms prefers all attachments to be in PDF format. It is the responsibility
of proponents to ensure that e-mails are of a size that can be received by Cleanfarms
and in a format that can be read by Cleanfarms.

5.0

For answers to any questions pertaining to this RFP and Cleanfarms please contact
Tammy Shields by e-mail, shieldst@cleanfarms.ca . All telephone inquiries, (306)
341-4460, will be followed up by email, and the email response will be definitive.

6.0

Proponents are advised to read and respond appropriately to ALL sections of this
RFP. An incomplete proposal may not be accepted.
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1.

Objective

The Saskatchewan Grain Bag Collection Program requires a contractor with experience in the safe
and efficient handling of Low-Density Polyethylene (LDPE) grain bags to load rolled grain bags at
various collection locations across the province of Saskatchewan and transport the grain bags to
recycling facilities in Western Canada.
The objective of this RFP is to solicit proposals for the services identified.
2.

Background

A permanent, government regulated grain bag recycling program has been in place since 2018. 46
collection sites are now part of a dedicated collection network that has helped Saskatchewan producers
recycle close to 6,300 metric tonnes of grain bags in the last 3 years. A list of current collection sites
can be found in Appendix 1. The Cleanfarms website (www.cleanfarms.ca) is kept up to date with
collection site and program information. Continuous improvement of the program will include increasing
the number of collection sites to ensure the producers of Saskatchewan have access to this program,
and ultimately, increasing the recovery rate of grain bags.
Quantities of grain bags received from 2019 to 2021 are shown in Appendix 2 for forecasting purposes.
Volumes are not guaranteed, but the proponent must be able to provide services for the volumes set
out in the forecast. Based on the forecast provided, the successful proponent should anticipate periods
of high volume and periods of low volume throughout the seasonality of this program over the course
of the entire year.
The successful proponent will be awarded a three-year contract with two optional one-year renewals.
Contractors will be expected to begin no later than June 1, 2022, subject to the conditions set out in
Schedule 1 of the Form of Services Agreement (Scope of Services).
3.

Service Requirements
The required services include the safe, efficient and lawful loading and transportation of grain bags
at collection sites across Saskatchewan.
The general process for the contractor to load and ship grain bags is the following:
a) Cleanfarms will notify Contractor through email or via the Cleanfarms Grain Bag Online

Request System (when implemented) when a collection site accumulates a full truckload of
grain bags (approximately 120 grain bags or 18 metric tonnes).
b) Contractor will schedule pickups at each collection site, providing at least 24 hours notice to

the collection site prior to pickup to allow for on-site coordination. Contractor will also schedule
a delivery appointment with the receiving facility (recycler) identified by Cleanfarms.
c)

The Contractor will communicate the pickup/delivery schedules with Cleanfarms. All full
truckload pickup requests are to be completed within 30 days of notification.
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d) The Contractor will have to pick up partial loads from time to time to either: 1. Clean up a

collection site completely or 2. Ensure the site has at least one collection per year regardless
of number of grain bags collected. These can be collected in succession from site to site or
placed temporarily in a storage area until a full load is achieved prior to delivery to Recycling
Facilities.
e) Once pickup and delivery appointments are confirmed, Contractor will attend the collection

site for loading during the pre-coordinated time. A full truckload of grain bags should take
approximately 1.5-2 hours to load. Contractor is responsible to provide all equipment and
labour required for loading grain bags (skid steer with grapple and trailer mounted loading
ramp, or other suitable alternative). In some instances, Cleanfarms will require the contractor
to provide loading photos and document any challenges encountered at a collection site
during loading.
f)

Contractor will transport the load of grain bags to the pre-arranged recycling facility.

The Contractor will be required to pick up material from every collection site at minimum once per
year. From time to time, the Contractor will be required to pick up partial loads if a full truckload is
not available. Transition and consolidation of partial loads may be required in a temporary location.
Please see Appendix 4 (section 4.12 “Program Material Temporary Storage”) for requirements on
temporary storage space.
The detailed requirements for the services are outlined in Schedule 1 of the Form of Services
Agreement (Scope of Services).
The full Form of Services Agreement can be found in Appendix 4.
4.

Proposals
4.1

Content

Proposals should include the following information.
4.2

Proponent Profile

Proponents should provide an overview of the relevant experience and qualifications of the
organization applying for the RFP.
Proponents should summarize the personnel who will be responsible for implementation of the
contract including relevant qualifications.
Proponents should identify and describe any facilities and assets that will be used to temporarily
store, sort, consolidate, reroll, or otherwise handle material that has been collected but not yet
delivered to the recycling facility. Indicate whether such facilities and/or assets are leased or
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owned by the proponent. Photos of temporary storage area (if applicable) should be included in
the submission.
Provide the proponent’s License to transport and insurances with a minimum 5 million dollars in
general liability, WCB, and any other information relating to any relevant permits (include copies
of such approvals, permits).
4.3

Operational Procedures

The proponent should describe the operational procedures that will be employed to undertake
the required work. The description should include:
(a) How communications with Cleanfarms, collection sites and recyclers will be managed;
(b) Staffing required to undertake the work;
(c) Equipment that is planned to be used to service the collection sites and haul to recycling

facility;
(d) Temporary storage area(s) for periods of transition, partial loads, and high volumes;
(e) Training procedures for staff on equipment use, or other safety-related policies and
procedures;
(f) Contingency plan for managing higher-than-anticipated volumes (additional trucks,
drivers, etc.);
(g) Any partial truck loads and consolidation procedures;
(h) Proposed use, if any, of subcontractors (including identity of subcontractors and
evidence that they hold any approvals, permits and consents required to undertake the
work.
Loading grain bags via loading dock, ramps, back gate, or any other means should be described
in the proposal, as loading docks are not available at all collection sites, and the Contractor should
provide the means to load grain bags. Loading and/or shipping of grain bags may occur in two
ways (Approximately 18 MT):
(a) Load grain bags onto van trailers or sea containers with a separate shipping company.
(b) Load grain bags onto successful proponents’ trailers and ship directly to recycling facility.

The successful proponent will be required to provide transportation to recycling facilities within
Alberta, Saskatchewan or Manitoba. For loads destined for recycling facilities outside of Alberta,
Saskatchewan or Manitoba, Cleanfarms will arrange shipping. The successful proponent will be
required to load grain bags into the pre-arranged trucks.
Proposals should identify other management, administrative, or service issues that they consider
relevant to the evaluation of their ability to successfully undertake the proposed contract and
meet all RFP objectives.
4.4

Collection sites

Collection site locations and information can be found in Appendix 1. The list of collection sites is
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maintained on the Cleanfarms program website (www.cleanfarms.ca).
4.5

Pricing

The proponent should submit pricing in the format outlined in Schedule 3 of the Form of
Services Agreement. Alternative pricing models may be submitted for consideration.

5.

Form of Agreement
Cleanfarms expects to enter into a services agreement in the form attached to this RFP as
Appendix 4 (the “Form of Services Agreement”). In the event of any discrepancy between the
requirements of this RFP and the terms of the attached Form of Services Agreement, the terms
of the attached Form of Services Agreement will govern.
The proponent’s pricing should be given on the basis of the Form of Services Agreement
attached to this RFP. If the proponent wants to request any changes to the Form of Services
Agreement, it may describe each requested change, together with the reasons therefore and
the impact on pricing if the change is accepted, in the format attached as Appendix 3.

6.

Submission Format
Proponents should submit their proposal in the following format:
Title Page: include RFP title, proponent’s full legal name, business name, (if applicable),
address, telephone number and contact person.
Letter of Introduction: including the proponent’s legal name, signed by the person(s)
authorized to bind the proponent to its proposal and, if different, the person(s) authorized to
negotiate on behalf the proponent.
Table of Contents: including a list of all sections and appendices in the
proposal and indicate corresponding page numbers.
Proponent Profile
Approach to Operational Procedures
Pricing: indicate the proposal pricing
Comments on Services Agreement
Appendices: other information considered relevant by the proponent.
Certification: proposals should include the following signed certification:
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The statements made in this proposal are correct and truthful representations.
If selected, I/we will negotiate in good faith with the Contract Manager. This
proposal is irrevocable for 30 calendar days from the date of closing:
Proponent (please type):

_

Signature:

_

Title:

_

Date:

_

_
_
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7.

RFP Conditions
7.1

Additional Inquiries

All inquiries must be directed to the RFP contact as shown in the Key Information section
of this package. Inquiries should not be directed to any other person and information
provided by any other person will not be binding on Cleanfarms.
Responses given to inquiries may be forwarded to each proponent.
7.2

Changes

Proponents may request changes to the RFP requirements as described herein by
providing an indication of the reason, and, if applicable, the potential impact on the unit
and/or total proposal price, in the format attached as Appendix 3.
Cleanfarms has the right to accept or reject any requested changes. Cleanfarms is under
no obligation to disclose changes requested by a proponent to any other proponent,
whether or not Cleanfarms accepts such requested changes.
Cleanfarms may make changes to this RFP at any time by issuing an addendum.
7.3

Evaluation Criteria

Proponents should demonstrate in their proposal that they have a clear understanding of
the RFP requirements. Proponents should articulate their proposals, intentions and
expectations indicating how they will fulfill the requirements of the RFP. Evaluation criteria
used to evaluate proposals fall into the following categories:
(a)

Proponent Experience and Operations (50%)
(i)
(ii)

(b)

Cost of Services (50%)
(i)
(ii)

7.4

Applicable experience and capability
Equipment and operations

Price for loading and transportation - $/kg (90%)
Price for ancillary activities - $/hour (10%)

Negotiations

Cleanfarms will commence contract negotiations with the highest ranked proponent. At
any time during the negotiations, Cleanfarms may elect to commence concurrent
negotiations with one or more of the other proponents or to terminate negotiations with
any proponent and commence negotiations with another proponent.
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The basis of any contract negotiations between the Cleanfarms and the proponent will be
the Form of Services Agreement attached as Appendix 4, and any comments on the
Agreement provided by the proponent in its Proposal in the manner required by this RFP.
The contract negotiations may also involve clarifications, non-material modifications or
variations to the scope, venue, duration, timing or pricing of the services. The proponent,
by submission of its proposal, agrees to negotiate in good faith with a view to executing a
contract. Award of a contract is in all cases conditional on the proponent executing a
contract with terms and conditions acceptable to Cleanfarms.
Cleanfarms may elect to divide the services into more than one contract and enter into
negotiations with a proponent with respect to a portion of the services, and award more
than one contract with respect to the services.
7.5

Reservation of rights

The lowest priced proposal will not necessarily be accepted.
Cleanfarms reserves the right to:
(a)

reject any and all proposals in whole or in part;

(b)

to waive technical defects, irregularities and omissions;

(c)

discontinue the RFP process at any time;

(d)

cancel this RFP process and subsequently advertise or call for
new proposals for the same subject matter;

if in so doing the best interest of Cleanfarms will be served, as determined
in Cleanfarms’ sole discretion.
Proposals that contain prices which appear to be so unbalanced as likely to affect adversely the
interest of Cleanfarms may be rejected.
7.6

Subcontracting

Sub-contracting may be allowed as a condition of the anticipated contract for service. Proposed
subcontractors must be listed in the proposal, satisfy the proponent requirements, and are subject
to Cleanfarms approval.
7.7

Proposals Irrevocable

Proposals will be irrevocable for a minimum of 30 calendar days from the RFP response closing
date. Proponents have the option of specifying a longer period for which the proposal will remain
irrevocable.
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7.8

Information

Cleanfarms will not be held liable or accountable for any error or omission in any part of this RFP,
the RFP process, responses to proponent questions or any other information provided to
proponents. While Cleanfarms has attempted to ensure an accurate presentation of information
in this RFP and responses given to proponent questions, the information is supplied solely as a
guide for all proponents. The information is not guaranteed or warranted to be accurate by
Cleanfarms, nor is it necessarily comprehensive or exhaustive. Nothing in this RFP is intended to
relieve proponents from conducting their own investigations and due diligence into the facts and
forming their own opinions and conclusions with respect to the matters addressed in this RFP,
including, all aspects of providing the services as well as risks, contingencies and other
circumstances that may influence a proponent’s evaluation of the cost to it of providing the
services.
7.9

Limitation of Liability and Indemnity

Each proponent expressly agrees that:
(a) it will not bring any claim against Cleanfarms, or any of its employees, contractors,

consultants or agents, for any liability in excess of an amount equivalent to the reasonable
costs incurred by the proponent in preparing its proposal;
(b) it waives and releases any and all claims against Cleanfarms and its employees,

contractors, consultants and agents, for any loss of anticipated profits; and
(c) the proponent will indemnify and hold Cleanfarms and its employees, contractors,

consultants and agents harmless against any and all claims for liability brought against any
one or more of them by third parties where such third parties were directly or indirectly
engaged by or through the proponent in connection with this RFP.
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Appendix 1
Collection Locations and Historical Collected Weights (as of December 1, 2021):
Name
16 to 43 Waste Management
4 Hire Welding
Boreal Area Regional Waste Authority
City of North Battleford's Waste Management Facility
Conservation Learning Centre
District #30 ADD Board
Duncans Environmental Services
Kelvington Landfill
K-Light Recycling
Last Mountain Regional Landfill
Loraas Environmental Landfill - Marshall
Loraas Environmental Landfill - Martensville
Lower Souris Watershed - Carievale
Lower Souris Watershed - Moosomin Landfill
Lower Souris Watershed - Wawota Landfill
Melfort Landfill
Milestone Landfill
Moose Jaw Recycling Center
Mossbank Town Landfill
North Valley Regional Landfill
North West Regional Waste
OK Tire / DNA Tire & Auto Inc
Panther Industries
Parkland Regional Waste Management
Paul Tendler Trucking
REACT - Hoodoo Landfill
REACT - LeRoy Landfill
REACT Regional Landfill - Humboldt
RM Britannia No. 502
RM of Garden River No.490
RM of Mervin No. 499
RM of Milden No. 286
RM of Perdue No. 346
RM of Rush Lake No. 166
RM of Torch River No. 488
Southline Ag
Southwest Waste Management
Touchwood Hills RegionalLandfill Inc.
Town of Coronach
Town of Foam Lake Transfer Station
Town of Spiritwood
Upper Souris Watershed Association - RM Cymri No. 36
Upper Souris Watershed Association - RM of Moose Creek
Upper Souris Watershed Association - Stoughton/Corning
Western Salvage
Yorkton Landfill
On Farm Pick Up

Location
Hafford
Eatonia
Nipawin
North Battleford
Prince Albert
Unity
Gravelbourg
Kelvington
Regina
Bulyea
Marshall
Martensville
Carievale
Moosomin
Wawota
Melfort
Milestone
Moose Jaw
Mossbank
Fort Qu’Appelle
Meadow Lake
Shellbrook
Davidson
Preeceville
Assiniboia
Cudworth
Burr
Humboldt
Llyodminster
Meath Park
Bright Sand
Milden
Perdue
Rush Lake
Garrick
Climax
Shaunavon
Raymore
Coronach
Foam Lake
Spiritwood
Halbrite
Alameda
Corning
Kindersley
Yorkton
various locations

2020 Weight (kgs) 2021 Weight (kgs)
184,000
141,000
118,000
95,000
93,000
80,000
5,000
27,000
82,000
45,000
355,000
331,000
15,680
N/A
N/A
18,000
86,000
30,000
17,000
20,000
14,000
33,000
60,000
88,000
34,000
10,000
N/A
4,000
35,000
29,000
96,000
92,000
181,000
141,000
N/A
N/A
32,000
19,000
16,000
20,000
N/A
4,000
N/A
N/A
308,000
132,000
N/A
N/A
365,000
160,000
N/A
32,000
45,000
43,000
91,000
40,000
N/A
8,000
N/A
N/A
N/A
58,000
137,000
37,000
N/A
N/A
56,000
63,000
76,000
77,000
25,000
13,000
14,000
6,500
39,000
42,000
N/A
72,000
20,000
30,000
N/A
82,000
86,000
44,000
34,000
14,000
N/A
10,000
N/A
51,000
N/A
12,000
89,000
139,000

0

Appendix 2
Quantities of grain bags shipped and recycled: 2019-2021

Period
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Total

2019
167,277
1,240,207
166,377
682,122
2,255,983

2020
390,639
1,036,413
915,854
475,615
2,818,521

2021
397,930
864,851
661,881
571,230
2,495,892

Note: 2021 Q4 totals are based on estimated collections ending December 31, 2021
Generally, previous collection volumes provide a reasonable baseline for future volumes. Collection
volumes and overall participation is strongly impacted year-to-year by harvest volumes and weather.
For the purposes of this RFP, 2022 forecasted volumes should be considered as totals + up to
25% as a conservative estimate.
Per site tonnages will range depending on the site. Please review weights per collection site in
Appendix 1 to assist in determining the intensity of the agricultural production in the area and the
variability as stated above in participation, harvest, and weather across Saskatchewan.
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Appendix 3
Permitted format for requested changes to RFP requirements or form of Services
Agreement
Section Proposed Change (including
detailed drafting, and, if
applicable, blacklining)

Reasons for Proposed
Change

Impact on Pricing
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Appendix 4
FORM OF SERVICES AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT is made effective as of <DATE>
BETWEEN:
Cleanfarms Inc.
(“Cleanfarms”)
and
<Contractor>
(“Contractor” or XXX”)

RECITALS

A.

Cleanfarms is a federally registered not-for-profit organization and operates a number of
industry-funded stewardship program for items such as: grain bags, pesticide
containers, fertilizer containers, seed bags, pesticide bags, obsolete pesticides and
animal health medications.

B.

Cleanfarms’ members fund the organization whose goals are, among others, to
administer third party programs for the safe disposal or recycling of agricultural plastics
and packaging, and to provide related education materials and services.

C.

Since 2018, Cleanfarms has operated an approved Program Management Plan in the
province of Saskatchewan for The Agricultural Packaging Product Waste Stewardship
Regulations and representing the companies that are the first sellers of grain bags
currently.

D.

Contractor is a company with expertise in the handling of grain bag materials prepared
by farmers for recycling and has the experience and equipment for the collection,
transport, and temporary storage of grain bags.

E.

Cleanfarms and Contractor wish to set out their respective responsibilities for the
implementation of Grain Bag recycling program in Saskatchewan (the Program).
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FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the parties agree as follows:
SECTION 1 - INTERPRETATION

1.1

Definitions
In this Agreement the following terms have the meanings set out below.

(a)

Agreement means this contractor agreement, and any schedules to this
contractor agreement, all as amended from time to time.

(b)

Business Day means a day other than a Saturday, Sunday or holiday observed
by banks in the Province of Saskatchewan.

(c)

Costs means all costs, damages, expenses, losses, liabilities, demands, claims,
suits, actions, proceedings, judgments, fines, administrative monetary penalties,
obligations and debts, including court costs, lawyers’ fees and disbursements.

(d)

Program means the grain bag recycling program operated by Cleanfarms in
Saskatchewan and described in this contract.

(e)

Collection Site means a depot for the collection of rolled and secured grain bags,
as established by municipalities, private industry, or other locations which have in
each case been identified or approved by Cleanfarms.

(f)

Recycling Facility means the end market facilities the grain bag materials are
delivered to by Contractor which may be out of province (Alberta, Saskatchewan
or Manitoba).

(g)

Materials means grain bags - a large, bulky, single-use bag, made from low
density polyethylene (LDPE) plastic and used to protect and temporarily store
grains, pulses, silage and other agricultural produce.

(h)

Notice includes an approval, demand, direction, consent, designation, request,
document, instrument, certificate, notice and any other communication required
or permitted to be given to a party under this Agreement.

(i)

Operational Guidelines means the specifications of work to be done by
Contractor under this Agreement attached hereto as Schedule 1 as the same may
be amended from time to time.

(j)

Subcontractor means a third-party provider of goods and/or services with whom
Contractor has entered into a contract to perform (or to enable Contractor to
perform) any of Contractor’s obligations under this Agreement.

(k)

Grain Bag Online Request System means the electronic web-based system
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through which Cleanfarms, Contractors and Collection Sites communicate about
services, track volumes of Materials and keep important documentation.

1.2

Extended Meanings
Unless otherwise specified, words importing the singular include the plural and vice versa.
The term “including” means “including without limitation,” and the term “includes” has a
similar meaning.

1.3

Governing Law
This Agreement is governed by, and will be construed and interpreted in accordance with,
the laws of Saskatchewan and the federal laws of Canada applicable therein.

1.4

Severability
If any term of this Agreement is or becomes illegal, invalid or unenforceable in any
jurisdiction, the illegality, invalidity or unenforceability of that term will not affect:

1.5

(a)

the legality, validity or enforceability of the remaining terms of this Agreement; or,

(b)

the legality, validity or enforceability of that term in any other jurisdiction.

Time of Essence
Time is of the essence for this Agreement.

1.6

Interpretation and Priority
In the event of any conflict between any provisions in this Agreement and the attached
Schedules, the provisions of this Agreement prevail.

SECTION 2 - TERM

2.1

Term
This Agreement will commence on or before June 1, 2022 and continue until May 31, 2025,
unless extended pursuant to (i) below.
i.
Cleanfarms and the Contractor will have the option to extend this Agreement for
two (2) additional one-year periods. The Agreement will automatically renew at the
end of each term, unless terminated by a party under the following paragraph.
ii.
Either party may terminate the agreement at the end of each term by written notice
not less than ninety (90) days prior to expiry of the then-current term.
iii.
The total term of this Agreement will not extend beyond May 31, 2027.

2.2

Review
In the event that substantial and unexpected changes in the work to be conducted under this
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Agreement are required from time to time, the parties agree to negotiate in good faith to
amend this Agreement to address the changes in work and any compensation for such
changes, provided that this Agreement will remain in full force and effect until the parties
otherwise agree in writing.

2.3

Termination
Notwithstanding Section 2.1, Cleanfarms may terminate this Agreement immediately upon
notice to Contractor in the event of any one or more events of default:

(a)

The Contractor is wound up, dissolved or otherwise ceases to exist;

(b)

The Contractor is placed into receivership or is declared to be bankrupt by a court
of competent jurisdiction;

(c)

The Contractor, its employees, agents, Subcontractors or any one or more of them
are found by a competent court or other lawful tribunal to have committed a
material breach of a criminal, environmental or safety law, regulation or statute;

(d)

Contractor assigns all or part of this Agreement or undergoes a direct or indirect
change of control without obtaining the consent of Cleanfarms;

(e)

The Contractor fails to perform its obligations hereunder in a manner reasonably
satisfactory to Cleanfarms.

Should Cleanfarms not exercise its right to terminate this Agreement following the
occurrence of one or more of the above noted events of default, such lack of exercise of a
remedy will not be deemed to be a waiver of any subsequent events of default by the
Contractor.

2.4

Title to Information
On termination or expiry of this Agreement, Contractor will immediately deliver to
Cleanfarms all data and documents in Contractor’s possession or control which were
acquired or produced in connection with this Agreement. Such data and documents are
and will remain the exclusive property of Cleanfarms.

2.5

Title to Material
On termination or expiry of this Agreement, Contractor will immediately deliver to
Cleanfarms or its agent, any Material which was acquired in connection with this
Agreement. Such Material is and will be the exclusive property of Cleanfarms, both during
the term of this Agreement (as may be extended) and after the Agreement expires or is
terminated.

SECTION 3 - OPERATIONAL OBLIGATIONS AND FUNDING

3.1

Contractor’s Obligations
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(a)

Operational Obligations

Contractor will perform the services and activities in accordance with the requirements set
out in this Agreement, including all the following schedules (which are hereby incorporated
and form part of this Agreement):

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Schedule 1 – Scope of Services
Schedule 2 – Operational Guidelines
Schedule 3 - Funding and Payment

as may be amended from time to time.

(b)

Insurances and Permits

(i)

Contractor will obtain and maintain the following insurances and permits in
a form and with an insurer and limits satisfactory to Cleanfarms, covering
its operations in the Province(s) or Territory under this Agreement during
the term of this Agreement with an insurer licensed in the
Province/Territory:

A.

Commercial General Liability Insurance, in an amount not less than
$5,000,000 per occurrence insuring against bodily injury, personal
injury, and property damage including loss of use thereof. Such
insurance should include blanket contractual liability, products and
non-owned automobile liability;

B.

Automobile Liability Insurance on all vehicles either owned, or nonowned, operated or licensed in its name in an amount not less than
$5,000,000;

C.

Any necessary permits required for the transportation, storage or
management of plastic wastes and recyclable materials as
applicable; and,

D.

Any other permits to allow for flow of materials interprovincially.

(ii)

Cleanfarms must be listed as an additional insured on the Commercial
General Liability Insurance policy. Insurance coverage called for under this
Agreement will be endorsed so as to require the insurer to provide
Cleanfarms with 30 days advance written notice of cancellation or material
change.

(iii)

Contractor will not permit any termination, cancellation or lapse of any such
policy without first entering into a replacement policy providing coverage
equal to or greater than the coverage under the canceled, terminated or
lapsed policy.

(iv)

Certificates of insurances and permits will be provided to Cleanfarms prior
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to commencement of work under this Agreement, and certified true copies
of the policies should be provided as soon as possible thereafter.
Contractor will provide to Cleanfarms proof of insurance and permits for
each year of this Agreement.

(c)

3.2

3.3

Duty of Care

(i)

Contractor will ensure that all activities by its employees, agents and
Subcontractors pursuant to this Agreement are carried out in a safe,
competent and environmentally responsible manner in accordance with
Applicable Laws and the provisions of this Agreement.

(ii)

Where there is an inconsistency between Applicable Laws and the
provisions of this Agreement including the Operational Standards and
Requirements with respect to safety or environmental standards, Contractor
will comply with the more rigorous standard.

Funding and Payment

(a)

Provided that the Contractor has fully complied with this Agreement, Cleanfarms
will pay Contractor in accordance with Schedule 3 – Funding and Payment.

(b)

Contractor will be responsible for all payments to any Subcontractor.

(c)

On termination of this Agreement, Cleanfarms will pay Contractor only for the
services rendered up to the close of business on the date on which the
Agreement automatically terminates under Section 2.1, or the Agreement is
terminated under Section 2.4.

Transportation and Storage of Material

(a)

Contractor will be responsible for transportation, temporary storage (if applicable),
and transport from Collection Sites to a Cleanfarms approved Recycling Facility or
end market use, in accordance with this Agreement.

SECTION 4 - OPERATION OF PROGRAM

4.1

Compliance with Laws

(a)

Contractor will, in performance of its duties hereunder, at all times act in
compliance with all laws, statutes, regulations, treaties, by-laws, ordinances,
judgments and decrees and all applicable official directives, rules, Permits,
guidelines, orders, and policies, in effect from time to time during the term of this
Agreement, from any governmental authority having or purporting to have authority
over Contractor and its activities, including, without limitation, compliance with all
applicable workers compensation legislation and regulations (collectively,
“Applicable Laws”).

(b)

At any time and from time to time, Cleanfarms may require Contractor to provide
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to Cleanfarms, copies of any permits, licenses, approvals, consents, agreements
or authorizations issued by or entered into with any governmental authority having
or purporting to have authority over Contractor and its activities (collectively,
“Permits”) related to the Contractors performance and obligations pursuant to this
Agreement.

(c)

4.2

In the event that Contractor has reason to believe that it, or one of its employees,
agents or Subcontractors has breached any Applicable Laws in the performance
of their respective duties pursuant to this Agreement, Contractor will, at its own
cost and expense, provide immediate notice and full particulars to Cleanfarms and
should take such further actions as Cleanfarms may require, to remedy such
breach or violation.

Performance Standards
In the performance of its duties hereunder, Contractor will ensure that:

4.3

(a)

it is fully prepared to begin communications, loading, and transporting Materials
with the onset of this Agreement, on or before June 1, 2022;

(b)

its employees, agents and any Subcontractors are properly trained in all matters
necessary for the work to be undertaken;

(c)

public and worker safety is maintained during all phases of its activities;

(d)

Contractor, and its employees are knowledgeable about all the components of the
Program, safe, efficient and proper handling of Materials, all vehicles and equipment
used in the transportation of the Materials;

(e)

all reporting requirements as prescribed in the Program are met in a timely manner
and in a format acceptable to Cleanfarms; and

(f)

Material is shipped or released only to the Recycling Facilities, or to the end users,
as approved by Cleanfarms.

Periodic Review

(a)

Cleanfarms may conduct periodic reviews of Contractor’s performance under this
Agreement with a view to, among other things, determining whether it is being
operated in a manner consistent with Cleanfarms’ requirements. Contractor will
provide Cleanfarms and its representatives with access to all places where the work
is performed for the purposes of conducting such reviews.

(b)

Where Cleanfarms provides a notice to Contractor identifying any actions of either
Contractor or its Subcontractor which are not consistent with its requirements or
any of Contractor’s obligations under this Agreement, Contractor will immediately
ensure that appropriate corrective action is taken.
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4.4

Subcontracting by Contractor

(a)

Except for transportation of Materials and except where Cleanfarms provides its
prior written consent, Contractor will not arrange for any other person (such as a
Subcontractor) to carry out any portion of Contractor’s obligations under this
Agreement. Cleanfarms may arbitrarily withhold such consent.

(b)

Where Cleanfarms provides such consent, Contractor will not permit a
Subcontractor to perform any work in connection with this Agreement until
Contractor enters into a written agreement with the Subcontractor, satisfactory to
Cleanfarms acting reasonably. Such contract must require the Subcontractor to
meet the conditions applicable to Contractor hereunder including the insurance
requirements and Contractor should supervise the Subcontractor accordingly.

(c)

Notwithstanding the use of permitted Subcontractors, Contractor will remain the
primary obligor under this Agreement and will be responsible for any breaches of
this Agreement, including breaches caused by its Subcontractors.

SECTION 5 - RISK

5.1

Indemnity
Contractor will indemnify and hold harmless Cleanfarms, on Cleanfarms’ own behalf and
in its capacity as trustee for its officers, directors, members, employees and agents, from
and against:

(a)

any death or personal injury suffered by any person;

(b)

any damage to tangible property; and

(c)

any and all Costs incurred or suffered by Cleanfarms or its officers, directors,
members, employees and agents caused by (x) the negligence or willful act or
omission of Contractor or its Subcontractors or their respective directors, officers,
employees and agents or (y) the breach of a representation, warranty or covenant
of Contractor under this Agreement.

Contractor’s obligation under this section will survive expiry or termination of this
Agreement.

5.2

No Liability
Cleanfarms will not be liable or responsible for any Costs suffered or sustained by
Contractor, its officers, directors, shareholders, employees or agents (including
Subcontractors). Notwithstanding any direction, supervision, or instruction from
Cleanfarms, its officers, directors, members, employees or agents, or any other person,
Contractor will be completely responsible for ensuring that its duties under this Agreement
are carried out in all respects.

5.3

Contractor’s Right to Refuse
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Contractor is be obliged not to carry out any activity under this Agreement if Contractor,
acting reasonably, is not satisfied that such activity can be carried out in a safe, competent
and environmentally responsible manner in accordance with Applicable Laws and should
immediately advise Cleanfarms of such circumstances, including disclosure of full
particulars. Following such advice, Cleanfarms and Contractor should discuss the matter
with a view to finding a mutually agreeable resolution thereof.
SECTION 6 - GENERAL

6.1

6.2

Assignment and Enurement

(a)

Contractor may not assign all or any part of this Agreement or undergo a direct or
indirect change of control without the prior written consent of Cleanfarms, which
consent may not be unreasonably withheld.

(b)

Cleanfarms may not assign all or any part of this Agreement without the prior
written consent of Contractor, which consent may not be unreasonably withheld.

Enurement
This Agreement ensures to the benefit of and binds the parties and their respective
successors and permitted assigns.

6.3

Amendments
No amendment, supplement, restatement or termination of any provision of this Agreement
is binding unless it is in writing and signed by both parties.

6.4

Entire Agreement
This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the
Agreement’s subject matter and supersedes all prior agreements, negotiations,
discussions, representations, warranties, and undertakings, whether written or verbal.

6.5

Relationship of Parties
The parties are independent of each other and neither is an agent, partner or joint ventures
of the other party. This Agreement does not authorize either party to enter into or to execute
any agreement on behalf of the other party.

6.6

Set-Off
Cleanfarms may set-off any amounts it owes to Contractor under this Agreement against
any amount that Contractor owes to Cleanfarms under this Agreement, including any
amounts owing under Section 5.1.

6.7

Notices
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Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, each notice under this Agreement must be given
in writing and delivered personally, by prepaid courier, or by email, addressed to the
appropriate party as follows:
If to Contractor:

If to Cleanfarms:

[insert]

Cleanfarms Inc.

[insert]

Suite 400
10 Four Seasons Place
Etobicoke, ON
M9B 6H7

Attn: [insert]

Attn: Barry Friesen

friesenb@cleanfarms.ca
or to any other address, contact person or email that party designates. Any notice so given
will be deemed to be received on the next business day following courier delivery or on
the day of transmission by email when the appropriate confirmation of transmission has
been received by the sending party. In this section, “business day” means a day on which
banks are open for business in Saskatchewan but does not include a Saturday, Sunday
or any other day which is a legal holiday in Saskatchewan.
[Signature page to follow]
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EXECUTED by the parties as of the date first above
CLEANFARMS INC.
By: ____________________
Name:
Title:

Barry Friesen
Executive Director

[insert]

By: ____________________
Name:
Title:

[insert]
[insert]
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SCHEDULE 1
SCOPE OF SERVICES
* Note: In these Schedules, unless otherwise defined, capitalized terms have the same meaning they
have in the Contractor Agreement (the “Agreement”) to which these guidelines are a schedule.

1. General
1.1

Under the terms of the Agreement, Contractor is required to lawfully collect, load and
transport grain bags to designated recycling facilities.

1.2

Prior to the commencement of the Agreement on June 1, 2022, Contractor will:
i.

review and seek any required clarification regarding information or safety guidelines
provided by Cleanfarms or by the Collection Site owners or operators regarding the
Collection Sites;

ii.

obtain and license the truck(s) and equipment that will be used to deliver the services;

iii.

review and seek any required information on the guidelines for delivering grain bags to
each recycling facility;

iv.

become familiar with the Cleanfarms’ Grain Bag Online Request System.

1.3

Contractor will load full semi loads of Materials (Approximately 18 MT) from each Collection
Site. Best attempts should be made to remove all Materials from the Collection Site. Partial
loads may be combined with other Collection Sites if material is scaled in between to determine
the exact weight from each Collection Site.

1.4

Contractor will transport (or arrange a permitted Subcontractor to transport) the collected
Materials to only approved Recycling Facilities as directed by Cleanfarms.

1.5

Contractor will make best efforts to only load grain bag materials and avoid contamination from
non-program materials. This may require documentation, both written and pictures.

1.6

Contractor will provide accurate scale tickets for all Materials collected per truck load as well as
any partial load pickups.

1.7

Every Collection Site, at least once per year, will receive a pickup of accumulated Materials.
Partial loads will be consolidated at Contractor’s temporary storage location.

2. Determining Weight and/or Volume
2.1

Contractor will accurately determine and report as part of its invoices weight of Material
collected under the Agreement.

2.2

Subject to Section 2.3, verification of the weight of Material for purposes of payment will be
based on net weight as determined on commercially operated scales located at the Recycling
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Facility and evidenced by original weigh scale tickets. Verification of the volume of Material will
be based on evidence satisfactory to Cleanfarms.
2.3

Where there is a material discrepancy between the net weight of Materials arriving at and
leaving an approved Recycling Facility, or between those weights and the net weight of
Materials received at a different commercially operated scale, (having reasonable regard for
any decreases in Material due to water loss), Contractor will include a written explanation of
the discrepancy and Cleanfarms may withhold payment until such discrepancy is accounted
for. If such discrepancy is not accounted for to the satisfaction of Cleanfarms, acting
reasonably, within ten (10) business days of notice by Cleanfarms, the payment for such
Materials due under this Agreement will be based on the lowest net weight of the Materials as
set out in the statement required.

3. Ancillary Activities
3.1

On occasion, Cleanfarms and Contractor may agree to undertake activities related to the
Program not defined in the Scope of Services, and for which the rates for loading and
transportation do not apply (Ancillary Activities). Cleanfarms and the Contractor will agree on
the scope of the Ancillary Activities in writing and a standard hourly rate and/or per kilometer
rate identified in Schedule 3 (Funding and Payment) will apply.

3.2

Ancillary Activities may include, but are not limited to:
i.

Waiting time for no-show trucks;

ii.

Operating a grain bag roller;

iii.

Delivering Program-related materials or supplies;

iv.

Attend special collection days;

v.

Transport of loose Materials to approved baling facility.

4. Safety Practices
Contractor will:
i.

ensure that all workers are fit and informed for the type of work, suitably qualified,
adequately trained, wear suitable protective equipment and clothing at all times for the
work to be conducted and that records related to safety training are kept;

ii.

confirm that equipment operators have a good driving record and are properly trained and
licensed to operate their respective vehicles for the purposes used;

iii.

supervise and monitor employees and Subcontractors to ensure compliance with safety
requirements; and,

iv.

ensure all vehicles are equipped with safety items as required, at the discretion of the
Contractor.
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SCHEDULE 2
OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES
* Note: In these Schedules, unless otherwise defined, capitalized terms have the same meaning they
have in the Contractor Agreement (the “Agreement”) to which these guidelines are a schedule.

5. Program Infrastructure
5.1

The Grain Bag recycling program for Saskatchewan (Program) involves the loading of Material
from both private and public Collection Sites around the entire province, and transportation of
the rolled secured Material to a Cleanfarms approved Recycling Facility or other end market.

5.2

Contractor may make alternative arrangements for pickups at alternative sites within
Saskatchewan, however, only after having received approval from Cleanfarms and ensuring
that pickups at the alternative sites remain in compliance with existing Applicable Laws.

5.3

Cleanfarms reserves the right to add additional Collection Sites under the terms of the
Agreement, without additional cost beyond the incremental charge per kilogram of materials
collected.

5.4

Contractor will direct any potential new collection sites to contact Cleanfarms for approval.

6. Communications for the Program
6.1

Effective operation of the Program requires cooperation between Contractor and Cleanfarms,
between Contractor and Cleanfarms’ Collection Sites and between Contractor and Cleanfarms’
approved Recycling Facilities. Contractor will ensure that there are good communications with
all participants to maintain smooth operation of the Program.

6.2

Contractor will support the goals of the Program, for increasingly higher grain bag recovery
rates, in its communications to Collection Sites.

6.3

Contractor will provide a person (who may be the same for all or some of the following):
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Be responsible for scheduling pickups with Collection Sites and offloading with Recycling
Facility;
Manage, maintain and enter all information through the Cleanfarms Grain Bag Online
Request System (as applicable);
Supervise the loading and transport of grain bags from Collection Sites;
Be responsible for scheduling offloading with Recycling Facility;

6.4 The Contractor will use Cleanfarms’ electronic request tracking and material management
system (Cleanfarms Grain Bag Online Request System) in carrying out duties once
implemented.
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6.5

Contractor is required to ensure that all shipping records are maintained current and up to date,
no later than five Business Days from when service was delivered to the Collection Sites. Scale
tickets are required to be sent to Cleanfarms upon delivery to the approved recycling facilities.

7. Regulatory Management
7.1

Contractor is fully responsible for ensuring that all of its regulatory reporting requirements are met
and all conditions of its operating licenses and permits are adhered to at all times.

7.2

Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the insurance required in this Agreement is in place
and in full effect at all times during the term of this Agreement.

7.3

Contractor will ensure that all Materials are managed according to the required federal and
provincial regulations and this Agreement: from pickup at the sites, through to final Recycling
Facility (Facilities).

8. Grain Bag Collection and Transport
General Operational Requirements
8.1

Contractor will cooperate with each Collection Site to ensure that full truckloads of Materials are
picked up and removed to the satisfaction of the Collection Sites and in conformance with the
terms of the Agreement, to prevent congestion at the Collection Site.

8.2

In the event that a Collection Site does not have a full truck load, it is expected that the
Contractor will pick up material as a partial load a minimum of once per year.

8.3

Pick-ups of partial loads may be completed in succession from one site to the next in order to
create a full truckload, or consolidated at a temporary storage area before transporting to a
Recycling Facility.

8.4

Contractor is fully responsible for any damage to a Collection Site resulting from the Contractor’s
operations.

i.

It is highly recommended that the Contractor use a camera to record BEFORE/AFTER site
conditions for each site visit in order to document the good and safe condition in which they
received the site for container collection and in what condition they left the site.

8.5

Cleanfarms will supply the promotional materials. Preparing the communications and
promotional materials will be Cleanfarms’ responsibility.

8.6

The Collection Site is to be left in a tidy state and Contractor will repair any damage caused by
its work at the site.

8.7

Other materials that may have been deposited at the Collection Sites by producers are not the
responsibility of Contractor and are separate from this Agreement.
i.

The Contractor is not responsible for other agricultural plastic at
Collection Sites such as twine, bale wrap or silage plastic unless under a
separate agreement with Cleanfarms.
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Documentation and Reporting
8.8

The Contractor is required to ensure that the following information is tracked and remitted to
Cleanfarms. Upon future implementation, this information must also be entered in the
Cleanfarms Grain Bag Online Request System:
i.

Number of loads of Material transported to end markets;

ii.

Weight of each load;

iii.

Weight collected from each Collection Site.

iv.

Loading photos (as required)

Material Transportation
8.9

The Contractor is responsible for all loading and unloading of its vehicles. It should not be
expected that the Collections Sites will be able to provide assistance unless pre-arranged
directly with the Collection Site.

8.10 Contractor will cooperate with the end Recycling Facilities to schedule the arrival of truckloads
of Material as required for the continuous operation of the plants.
8.11 Contractor will adhere to all applicable Acts, Regulations and legislation, including, but not
limited to, those issued by Environment Canada (inclusive of any regulatory changes),
Transport Canada -Transportation of Dangerous Goods, and any other laws, rules and
regulations governing the transportation, handling and management of these recyclable
materials as issued by Federal, Provincial/State and Local authorities.
Program Material Temporary Storage
8.12

The Contractor will, at all times as applicable, provide suitable, temporary storage for
consolidation of Grain Bags bound for Recycling Facility.
i.

Contractor will provide approximately 325 m2 well-drained gravel or concrete pad large
enough to store a minimum of 18MT of Material (approximately 120 large, rolled grain
bags);

ii.

Contractor will take reasonable steps to ensure such storage area remains free of
standing water, minimize contamination (including in the form of dirt, mud and pests) of
the storage area and the Materials, and to ensure that the Materials are stored separately
from and not commingled with other plastics or wastes;

iii.

Contractor will maintain vector control on the temporary storage site;

iv.

The cost of the above storage space is included in this Agreement and is not subject to
the reimbursement provisions.

8.13 In the event that the amount of stored plastic should exceed the capacity of the Contractor’s
designated site(s) Contractor and Cleanfarms will work together to find suitable alternative,
short-term storage and for which Cleanfarms will reimburse Contractor for rent or leasing
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expenses at cost.
8.14

Contractor will be responsible for all aspects of storage facilities including insurance, costs,
leasing arrangements, approval, improvements, transportation, inspection, reclamation and
remediation.
Safety Practices

8.15

Contractor will conduct all aspects of the Program in a manner to protect the health and
safety of its employees.
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SCHEDULE 3
FUNDING AND PAYMENT
This schedule covers the payment for the loading and transportation of Materials for the Program.
1.0

Funding and Payment
1.1 Loading and shipping rates - Payment will be made by Cleanfarms to Contractor on a
$/kg basis on the net weight of plastic (based on acceptable scale ticket) as follows:
Operation
Loading
Shipping

$/kg

1.2 Ancillary rate - In the event of any ancillary activities for which the Agreement does not
cover (i.e. wait time for no-show trucks, rolling of grain bags, special events, etc.), the
following hourly rate and/or per kilometer rates will apply:
$ __________/hour

$__________/km

1.3 The terms associated with any ancillary activities for which the ancillary rate will be applied
must be agreed to in writing by Cleanfarms and Contractor prior to the commencement of
the ancillary activity.
2.0

Payment of Invoices
2.1 Cleanfarms will make payment to Contractor against detailed invoices as follows:

2.2

2.1.1

Cleanfarms will make payment to Contractor against detailed invoices of
collections for work, accompanied by verification of weight of materials by
appropriate scale tickets.

2.1.2

Invoice details must also include a date, total number of kilograms from each
Collection Site as per the inventory added in Cleanfarms Grain Bag Online
Request System.

2.1.3

Invoice must include detail of any transportation costs claimed under Section 1.0
of this Schedule 3.

GST/PST/HST, if applicable, is to be included on invoices.

2.3

Payment will be made to Contractor within 30 days of receipt of an invoice, accompanied
by acceptable backing documentation, by Cleanfarms.

2.4

Invoices may be subject to adjustment in accordance with this Agreement, including
without limitation pursuant to Cleanfarms rights of set-off under Section 6 of the
Agreement.
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